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Vol. 1 (manga)Sword Art Online 10 (light novel)

No Game No Life, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Having defeated General Eugene of the salamanders and aided the alliance
between sylphs and cait siths by protecting their leaders, Kirito and Leafa reach
Alne, the town at the foot of the World Tree, at long last. But before they can tackle
the tree--and their main objective--server maintenance begins, and they are forced
to log out. Back in the real world, Kazuto and Suguha Kirigaya, each unaware of
the other's in-game identity, pay a visit to Asuna Yuuki, who still lies asleep in her
hospital room. While there, Suguha suffers a terrible shock when she realizes just
how strongly her beloved brother cares for Asuna. Meanwhile Asuna, still
imprisoned atop the World Tree within the game world of ALfheim Online, sets her
escape plan in motion The adventure in ALO finally reaches its climax! Enjoy the
conclusion of the Fairy Dance arc in this massive final volume!

Sword Art Online 12 (light novel)
Adminstrator's defeat has come at a heavy cost: The death of Eugeo as well as the
mental decline of Kirito. Six months after the epic battle atop Central Cathedral,
Kirito spends his days in the Underworld wheelchair-bound; bereft of emotion or
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even a will to live. Although Alice and Bercouli do what they can to help him, it isn't
long before the armies of the dark territory are start to move in earnest. The "Final
Stress Test" has begun. But will Kirito be ready?

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 3 (manga)
With the prelims over, it's time to head into the main event-the Bullet of Bullets
tournament! But this fun free-for-all has turned into an IRL death match when a
member of SAO's Laughing Coffin raises the stakes. Can Sinon and Kirito figure out
who Death Gun is before it's too late?!

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 4 (manga)
Kirito, having explored the latest beta test, has a pretty good idea of what to
expect from the newest SAO launch. With Asuna along, the pair hope to experience
the official playthrough together, but there's something about the release that's a
little different from beforeCertain unexpected tweaks from the previous version
have Kirito and Asuna tackling a flood of puzzles anew!

Sword Art Online: Girls' Ops, Vol. 2
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Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! In the year 2022, gamers rejoice as
Sword Art Online - a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role
Playing Game) like no other - debuts, allowing players to take full advantage of the
ultimate in gaming technology: NerveGear, a system that allows users to
completely immerse themselves in a wholly realistic gaming experience. But when
the game goes live, the elation of the players quickly turns to horror as they
discover that, for all its amazing features, SAO is missing one of the most basic
functions of any MMORPG - a log-out button. Now trapped in the virtual world of
Aincrad, their bodies held captive by NerveGear in the real world, users are issued
a chilling ultimatum: conquer all one hundred floors of Aincrad to regain your
freedom. But in the warped world of SAO, "game over" means certain death - both
virtual and real

Do You Love Your Mom and Her Two-Hit Multi-Target Attacks?,
Vol. 1 (light novel)
Two years after waking up in a mysterious fantasy world, Kirito and his oddly
human NPC friend, Eugeo, continue their quest to become Integrity Knights--and
find Alice, who disappeared so long ago and yet has somehow lingered in the back
of Kirito's mind. Their journey takes them to the Imperial Swordcraft Academy,
where they must train to become two of the top twelve seats in the class to have
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even a hope of seeing Alice again. Meanwhile, as Asuna desperately searches for
Kazuto Kirigaya, she stumbles across the deeper secret of his new world

The Irregular at Magic High School, Vol. 1 (light novel)
A new kind of momcom roleplaying adventure! What would you do if you got
transported into a video gamewith your mom?? That's the dilemma facing high
schooler Masato Oosuki, who has been unwittingly thrown into an RPG world with
his doting mother close behind as part of a secret government scheme. As an avid
gamer, Masato is eager to show off his skillsbut that's hard to do when your mom
is an insanely overpowered, dual-wielding, multi-target specialist!

Sword Art Online 19 (light novel)
Kazuto Kirigaya (aka Kirito) has beaten Sword Art Online, a VRMMORPG that
transformed into a literal game of death, and returned to the real world.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for Asuna Yuuki (aka Asuna the Flash), the
girl with whom Kirito fell in love in the virtual world of Aincrad but who has yet to
awaken from her game-induced slumber. As his sister, Suguha, sadly looks on,
Kazuto continues to visit Asuna in the hospital in the hope of finding answers. But
when one day he meets a man claiming to be Asuna's fiancé, Kazuto fears that
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Asuna may be lost to him forever That is until a fellow survivor of SAO taken form
the latest VRMMORPG sensation, ALfheim Online - a screenshot that features
someone being held captive who looks entirely too much like Asuna! His hope
renewed, Kirito dives headlong into an all-new virtual adventure, but can true love
conquer the game?!

Goblin Slayer, Vol. 10 (light novel)
A year after Kazuto and Asuna escaped from Aincrad, the deadly setting of Sword
Art Online, they're still coping with the aftermath as they try to recover from the
harrowing experience. Meanwhile, there's a new VRMMO game sweeping the
world's gamers--Gun Gale Online. When a mysterious player who calls himself
"Death Gun" claims to be responsible for real-world deaths, Kazuto (aka Kirito) is
recruited to enter the game to investigate, bringing an end to his hard-won peace!

Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 2 (manga)
After three-hundred years of turmoil, a new era begins for the Underworld. A lost
child of Vecta, who seemed to appear out of nowhere, has defeated the Dark God
and cemented peace for all the realm. But at the heart of human lands, atop
Central Cathedral, Ronie Arabel, newly promoted to Integrity Knight apprentice,
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receives foreboding words from Kirito. "War will come again."

Sword Art Online Progressive Barcarolle of Froth, Vol. 1
(manga)
Lux's dark past with SAO 's Laughing Coffin guild has been revealed-along with the
bad blood she shares with Gwen, leader of the Batty Bats. When the girls are sent
on a quest to eliminate Gwen, will Lux be able to follow through and betray her
former friend yet again?

Sword Art Online: Phantom Bullet, Vol. 3 (manga)
Sword Art Online: Phantom Bullet, Vol. 1 (manga)
Fifty-thousand troops led by Gabriel Miller, aka Emperor Vecta, the God of
Darkness prepare to invade the human lands defended by Bercouli and his army of
five thousand. Kirito, still out of commission, is left in the care of Ronie and Tiese.
Chancellor of the dark mages guild Dee Eye Ell also threatens to vanquish the
army by launching a large-scale magical attack of her own. And in the midst of
chaos, the one who appears to turn the tide of battle is none other than Asuna?!
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The Eminence in Shadow, Vol. 1 (light novel)
The original light novel that started the phenomenon! In this fantasy world,
everything's a game--and these gamer siblings play to win! Meet Sora and Shiro, a
brother and sister who are loser shut-ins by normal standards. But these siblings
don't play by the rules of the "crappy game" that is average society. In the world of
gaming, this genius pair reigns supreme, their invincible avatar so famous that it's
the stuff of urban legend. So when a young boy calling himself God summons the
siblings to a fantastic alternate world where war is forbidden and all conflicts--even
those involving national borders--are decided by the outcome of games, Sora and
Shiro have pretty much hit the jackpot. But they soon learn that in this world,
humanity, cornered and outnumbered by other species, survives within the
confines of one city. Will Sora and Shiro, two failures at life, turn out to be the
saviors of mankind? Let the games begin!

Sword Art Online: Aincrad, Vol. 2 (manga)
Spring has arrived, and Goblin Slayer's party is on the job guarding a vineyard as
part of a goblin hunt. This vineyard happens to belong to the Temple of the Earth
Mother where Priestess was raised, and one of the nuns most dear to her has
become the subject of a disturbing rumor involving goblins Priestess is anguished
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by the cruel whispers, and a hesitant Goblin Slayer comes to a decision-one that
may involve shady characters who operate under cover of darkness!

Sword Art Online 11 (light novel)
Discover how to achieve release-quality mixes even in the smallest studios by
applying power-user techniques from the world's most successful producers.
Mixing Secrets for the Small Studio is the best-selling primer for small-studio
enthusiasts who want chart-ready sonics in a hurry. Drawing on the back-room
strategies of more than 160 famous names, this entertaining and down-to-earth
guide leads you step-by-step through the entire mixing process. On the way, you'll
unravel the mysteries of every type of mix processing, from simple EQ and
compression through to advanced spectral dynamics and "fairy dust" effects. Userfriendly explanations introduce technical concepts on a strictly need-to-know basis,
while chapter summaries and assignments are perfect for school and college use.
▪ Learn the subtle editing, arrangement, and monitoring tactics which give
industry insiders their competitive edge, and master the psychological tricks which
protect you from all the biggest rookie mistakes. ▪ Find out where you don't need
to spend money, as well as how to make a limited budget really count. ▪ Pick up
tricks and tips from leading-edge engineers working on today's multi-platinum hits,
including Derek "MixedByAli" Ali, Michael Brauer, Dylan "3D" Dresdow, Tom
Elmhirst, Serban Ghenea, Jacquire King, the Lord-Alge brothers, Tony Maserati,
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Manny Marroquin, Noah "50" Shebib, Mark "Spike" Stent, DJ Swivel, Phil Tan, Andy
Wallace, Young Guru, and many, many more Now extensively expanded and
updated, including new sections on mix-buss processing, mastering, and the latest
advances in plug-in technology.

Sword Art Online 1: Aincrad (light novel)
A member of the tiny but ancient Samaritan community has been murdered. The
dead man had controlled millions of dollars of government money. If the World
Bank cannot locate it, all aid money to the Palestinians will be cut off. Omar Yussef
must solve the murder and find the money, or all Palestinians will suffer.

Sword Art Online 5: Phantom Bullet (light novel)
READ THE NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! In an effort to discover the
truth behind Death Gun, Kirito has entered the Bullet of Bullets tournament in Gun
Gale Online. Both he and Sinon the sniper girl have made it to the finals, and the
reality of what they discover is stranger than anything they could've prepared for.
As Sinon is forced to face her own past, lives are on the line once again, and Kirito
struggles to connect Death Gun to events in the original SAO game--but can Death
Gun's bizarre rampage be stopped in time?
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Sword Art Online: Phantom Bullet, Vol. 2 (manga)
Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! The final stress test bleeds into its
second day. Driven to desperation by the Integrity Knights' coordinated assault,
the Dark Army reveals the ace up their sleeve! Critter, who has been observing the
battle from the Ocean Turtle, has successfully created a gateway into the
Underworld and masked it as an invitation to "an open beta test for a new,
unannounced VRMMO." This digital invite bolsters the ranks of the Dark Army by
the tens of thousands! Having already been pushed to her limits, the thought of
taking on a fresh wave of bloodthirsty enemies fills Asuna with dread. But just
when it seems like all is lost, two new deities of the Underworld appear to take up
the fight: the Sun Goddess, Solus, and Terraria, the Earth Goddess. And the ones in
possession of these super-accounts are none other than Sinon and Leafa!

Sword Art Online 15 (light novel)
ONE BIG FAT LIE AND A FEW TWISTED TRUTHS Even in his past life, Cid's dream
wasn't to become a protagonist or a final boss. He'd rather lie low as a minor
character until it's prime time to reveal he's a mastermindor at least, do the next
best thing-pretend to be one! And now that he's been reborn into another world,
he's ready to set the perfect conditions to live out his dreams to the fullest. Armed
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with his overactive imagination, Cid jokingly recruits members to his organization
and makes up a whole backstory about an evil cult that they need to take down.
Well, as luck would have it, these imaginary adversaries turn out to be the real
deal-and everyone knows the truth but him!

Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 3 (manga)
The year is 2095. Magic has been tamed as another form of technology, and the
practice of magic is now a rigorous discipline. Brother and sister Tatsuya and
Miyuki Shiba are just about to start their first year at the renowned First Magic High
School of Japan. But the school's ironclad rules mean that the brilliant Miyuki
enters the prestigious Course 1, while her older brother, Tatsuya, is relegated to
Course 2--and that's just the beginning of their troubles!

Sword Art Online abec Artworks
From the illustrator of the Sword Art Online light novel series comes a collection of
artwork featuring illustrations from the first nine volumes, magazines, posters,
character designs for the anime, and more!

Sword Art Online Progressive 6 (light novel)
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Sword Art Online, the world's first VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer
Online Role Playing Game), may have started out as a game, but it has since
become a matter of life and death for the ten thousand players trapped within. Two
years after game programmer Akihiko Kayaba's chilling declaration--"This might be
a game, but it's not something you play"--the number of players has dwindled to
six thousand, and for many, every day is a struggle for survival. Though Kirito has
stayed alive by making a name for himself as a solo adventurer in that time, his life
undergoes a major change when he unwittingly joins Asuna's powerful guild, the
Knights of the Blood. What does fate have in store for Kirito, Asuna, and the brave
young fighters who are risking their lives to return to the real world?!

Mixing Secrets for the Small Studio
After hitting her head particularly hard one day, Duke Claes' daughter, Katarina,
suddenly recalls all the memories of her past life: that of a teenage Japanese girl.
Just before her untimely death, this girl recalls playing an otome game that is
exactly like the world she's living in now! She is now Katarina Claes, the antagonist
of the otome game, who nastily hounded the protagonist until the end. Knowing all
the possible outcomes of the game, she realizes that every single possible route
ends with Katarina being murdered or exiled! In order to avoid these Catastrophic
Bad Ends, she has to use her knowledge of the game and her own wiles, starting
with breaking off this engagement with the prince Will Katarina survive while
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making her way through this world, where bad flags trip at every turn? Find out in
this reverse-harem rom-com, led by everybody's favorite villainess!

Sword Art Online Progressive 7 (light novel)
The mysterious player Morte has manipulated the human guilds into fighting on
BOTH sides of the Elf War! While Kirito challenges him to a duel, Asuna has an
important task of her own: steal the battle plans from the Forest Elves so she can
end this quest before it turns deadly. They need to stop the war before anyone
loses their life--permanently!

Sword Art Online 17 (light novel)
A War Without CasualtiesThe Republic of San Magnolia has long been under attack
from the neighboring Giadian Empire's army of unmanned drones known as the
Legion. After years of painstaking research, the Republic finally developed
autonomous drones of their own, turning the one-sided struggle into a war without
casualties-or at least, that's what the government claims. In truth, there is no such
thing as a bloodless war. Beyond the fortified walls protecting the eighty-five
Republic territories lies the "nonexistent" Eighty-Sixth Sector. The young men and
women of this forsaken land are branded the Eighty-Six and, stripped of their
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humanity, pilot the "unmanned" weapons into battle

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 1 (manga)
Two years into Kirito and Eugeo's quest to reach the Central Cathedral, the pair
have finally become elite disciples at the North Centoria Imperial Swordcraft
Academy. Now all that's left to do is train for the next tournament, build their
relationships with their trainee pages, and do so without violating the Taboo Index.
But just because this peaceful world is governed by law and order doesn't mean
evil can't fester below the surfaceand when it comes time to choose between the
rules and what's right, Kirito and Eugeo discover the darker secrets of the
Underworld.

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 7 (manga)
READ THE NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! Kirito reenters the world of
VRMMOs, this time logging in to Gun Gale Online in order to investigate the Death
Gun, an in-game item rumored to be responsible for real-world deaths. He
immediately runs into trouble when, after transferring his old avatar into the new
game, he discovers that he looks a bit more feminine than he'd anticipated! With
the help of Sinon the sniper, he enters the Bullet of Bullets tournament and tries to
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adapt his old skills to the new gun-based combat of Gun Gale Online. He'll need
every friend he can get and every trick in the book, though, to learn the truth
about the Death Gun!

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 5 (manga)
While Nezha attempts to atone for his misdeeds, the battle against Sword Art
Online's second-floor boss begins! Kirito's uneasy alliance with the other frontrunners seems to be holding, but what will happen when the floor boss corners
them? Can Nezha rise to the occasion and seize a hero's prize?

Highschool of the Dead
READ THE NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! After a brief respite, Kirito
and Eugeo set off again to climb Central Cathedral-but the powerful Integrity
Knights are not about to let them reach the top. Meanwhile, Kirito has learned the
dark history of the Underworld and the true stakes of the battle they're fighting,
and every step toward Alice brings him closer to an impossible decision

Sword Art Online 6 (light novel)
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The girls of SAO are back! Liz, Silica, and Leafa, with their new friend Lux--having
ruined their clothes in their previous adventure--go to see Ashley, a survivor of
Sword Art Online and a legendary master tailor. The price for Ashley's skills is a
high one, and in order to pay the tailor, the girls end up in a swimsuit contest! But
naturally, this isn't just any swimsuit contest. Will Lux, Liz, Silica, and Leafa get
away with their wardrobes and dignity intact?!

86--EIGHTY-SIX, Vol. 1 (light novel)
The goddess Urd is in danger, and only Kirito and his friends can save her! The evil
frost giants have invaded her homeland of Jotunheim, bringing death and
destruction in their wake. The linchpin of it all is the frost giant king's sword-the
legendary weapon Excalibur! If Kirito's crew can make it to the end of the dungeon
and pull the sword from the stone, peace will be brought to the land once more!

Sword Art Online 16 (light novel)
Kirito has entered the new VRMMO Gun Gale Online in order to investigate the
Death Gun incidents, only to discover his avatar is not exactly how he remembers
it! He barely knows up from down in this new world, and he needs an ally. He may
have found one in the mysterious female sniper Sinon, but she's got an agenda of
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her own

Sword Art Online: Girls' Ops, Vol. 4
Yuuki Asuna was a top student who spent her days studying at cram school and
preparing for her high school entrance exams--but that was before she borrowed
her brother's virtual reality game system and wound up trapped in Sword Art
Online with ten thousand other frightened players. As time passes, Asuna fears
what will become of her life outside the fantasy realm--the failure she might be
seen as in the eyes of her peers and parents. Unwilling to wait on the sidelines for
more experienced gamers to beat the game, Asuna employs her study habits to
learn the mechanics of the game--and swordplay. Her swiftness impresses Kirito, a
professional gamer who invites Asuna to join the best players on the front line. Is
Asuna ready to swap class rankings for player rankings and join Kirito?

Sword Art Online Calibur
Kirito jumps into a new VRMMORPG called ALfheim Online (ALO) in search of
Asuna, who still hasn't regained consciousness. On his quest to find the World Tree
and reach Asuna, he meets a sylph girl named Leafa. A veteran player experienced
with the sword, Leafa recognizes that Kirito is motivated by serious circumstances
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and decides to help him. ButLeafa's identity in the real world is Suguha
Kirigaya--Kirito's sister. And it's the glimmer of her beloved brother she sees in
Kirito that prompts her to lend him a hand. Now, despite the conflicting interests
guiding them on, the pair set off on a journey to the World Tree!!

My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom! Volume
1
"CAST ASIDE YOUR DISTRACTIONS AND MAINTAIN THE TRANQUILITY OF YOUR
HEART." At long last, Kirito and Asuna have reunited with Kizmel the dark elf, and
everything is as it should beWell, almost everything. As the three continue the Elf
War campaign and hunt for the remaining sacred keys, they're met with one
surprise after another. Between the assassination attempts, off-script scenarios,
and AI that seem a little too lifelike, Kirito can't help but wonder if this is the same
game he beta tested! And if that wasn't enough, a shocking development allows
the Curse of Stachion questline to finally come to an end-but not before the party
receives another unwelcome visit from a PK agitator! Sword Art Online:
Progressive, a new version of the Sword Art Online tale that chronicles the entirety
of Kirito and Asuna's epic adventure through Aincrad, continues!

Fairy Tales of Remnant (RWBY)
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Takashi and his fellow students join up with a band of survivors who have
barricaded themselves inside a local mall. Though the shopping center seems a
well-stocked place to hide from the undead lurking outside, the policewoman in
charge is having a hard time maintaining peace within. The group from Fujimi High
would rather not get involved in a power struggle and tries to stay under the radar
until they are ready to set off again. But with so many attractive, buxom girls
among the students, it may be nearly impossible to avoid unwanted attention of
the worst kind

The Samaritan's Secret
It's time for the "real" SAO--the third floor! Kirito and Asuna are hardly out the door
when they stumble upon the start of the Elf War quest. When they decide to side
with the elite dark elf Kizmel, they're set on a path that will push them harder than
ever before. But together, nothing can stop themright?

Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 1 (manga)
Don't miss this gorgeous, gift-worthy collection of RWBY fairy tales, straight from
the show writers and E.C. Myers!
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Sword Art Online 10 (light novel)
After reaching the second floor of Aincrad, Asuna decided to have a player
controlled blacksmith upgrade her beloved sword, a rare Wind Fleuret--but when
the unimaginable happened and the sword was shattered in the attempt, Kirito
suspected foul play. Did the blacksmith really just happen to destroy an incredibly
valuable item? And if not, is there any way to get it back? And--if there really is a
conspiracy of thieves--how can they be stopped before they spread too much
mistrust? The game of death is bad enough already!
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